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Infantry Sent to El Paso
Washington, Nov. 26. The Twentieth infantry at Fort Douglas, near
VEGAS
TELLS
PUT IP GOOD FIGHT ZANCANELLI
STORY ROBBED
BIRTHRIGHT SERVICES AT THE CKIT.CIIES;
Salt Lake City Utah, is about to be
OF
EN
ordered to EI Paso to patrol the city
and release the cavalry now there to BUT IT. BEGAN ITS .CAMPAIGN MAN WHO ASSASSINATED A DECHILDREN UNION MEETING WILL OCCUR AT
patrol the international border outNOT GIVEN FULL EQUIPTECTIVE SAYS HE WAS
TOO LATE TO BE
CHRISTIAN TABERNACLE
side the city limits. The decision to
HIRED TO DO SO
MENT FOR CITIZENSHIP
AT 10:30 O'CLOCK
dispatch tbe infantry was reached today after a request for reinforcements
came from Brigadier General Bliss, OFFICERS
TO
PRESIDE MILNE
IS
CHOSEN .TONIGHT GOVERNOR
PRESIDENT SOCIAL EVENTS
NUMEEOliS
commanding the border forces.
General Bliss reported unasiness in
ALBUQUERQUE
SUPERINTENDEl Paso in consequence of the renew- MEETING WILL BE CLOSED BY COLORADO EXECUTIVE HAS
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al of hostilities below Juarez.
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Go- fears disorders in the event
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CIATION CONTEST
of anoth
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er battle across the border. ' '
No New Developments
In an address before the New Mex
Trinidad, Col., Nov. 26 E. L. Doyle,
AlbuQuei'Que, K M., Nov. 26. The
Tomorrow is the day set aside by;
There were1 no developments in the
secretary-treasure- r
of district No. 15, ico Educational
association conven years of usage and official proclam-ation- as
Mexican situation touar at the stale1;;,, ":7 session today selected
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an. accasioa of thaniislving..
was lodged in the city jail this morn- trict Attorney Charles W. G.
department. Secretary Bryan had buquerque as the convention
Ward
will oa celebrated; la Las.
The
for
day
city
jgone to speak in Lynchburg, Va.
next year after a spirited 'fight in ing under military guard following an pleaded for the teaching of English in Vegas In the conventional way, soma-wh- at
Rear Admiral Fletcher reported bj
conducted by General Chase every school of the state. Mr. Ward's
which Santa Fe) Las Vegas and Ros-we- inquiry
religiously and mostly gluttonand Judge Advocate Major E. J. address in full follows:
DYING HEN'S GAHMENTS STOLEN FR0I1 BODIES wireless today that only one oil well
were contenders for the honor.
ously.
Religious services yill be heltS
in which Doyle was quesai Tuxpam had been shut down and
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while
that
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No New Developments are Reported
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Denver, Nov. 26. The man mention- success in any line of endeavor he
Representative Charles P. Coady of
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here
affording ample protection.
today from day
tured by .Villa's army, according to northwest,
Maryland, who succeeds the late Rep- ed in Doyle's letter ag hia informant may afterwards pursue.
But be that mere court today annulled the
Fighting was reported near Carne-ro- resentative George Koenig, was swern is A. Lamont, a miner formerly em- as it may you cannot build your roof
rebel leaders, moet of them being Culiacan, capital of SInaloa. He went
the intoi state commeren eon.-slo-n
where a federal troop train was into office.
loft on the field un'H the wounded Into conference with General Carran-z- o
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(Continued on Page Five.)
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THANKSGIVING
PICTURE AT
CAL THEATERS IS SURPRISINGLY FUNNY
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S. S. S.
"Jus! ss

"When

R

man

Tms

TdL

the short change

on him, ho makes a noise
that brings the Police, and yet that earns
man may walk Into a store and have the
the antics of the occupant of an "Just as good" (tame worked on him and
accidentally liberated menagerie, will
be the offering at the Browne and
!
Photoplay theaters for Thanksgiving i
night. A reporter for The Optic wit
nessed a rehearsal production of the
films with the orchestra today and
wrote the following description of the
'
picture:
Of all the farce comedies ever
thrown on the screen this is probably
one of the most amusing, and it is
certainly one of the most remarkable
When Yon Ask for S. S. S. Do So
in many other interesting respects. I
With Emphasis. They Will
was prepared as soon as I saw; the
Understand.
title for the utilization of material tamely submit. Why stand for It? The
that has already been employed with only reason why any store will try to subis the
doubtful success nearly all circus stitute something else for S.S. S.S. S.S. la
the
lust for greater profit.
Btories adhere to stale and conven- greatest blood purifier
known.
tional lines but I had another guess
coming. I began to shake with laugh- ers" where wild beasts play important
ter before the first reel was half roles.
The way that the four footed creathrough, and I think that the harcU
worked critics who revfew all the re- tures perform their roles is so excitleases and become, in consequence, ingly realistic that the spectator marplunged into the dark pessimism of vels if he does not shudder over the
those who know that the worst is unswerving veracity of what is shown
now and not yet to come would have in their attempts to gratify their inlaughed for" the first time this year discriminate appetites. The monkeys
and echoed the marvelously express obtain undisputed possession of a
ed sentiment of Owen Hatteras, "I well stocked1 fruit stall, and their annever seen nothing I would of rather tics when they start in to crowd a
saw."
month's supply of food into one grand
' A train load of wild animals is feast is funny enough from in front,
wrecked in a cutting, near the village but it is a safe bet that more than
where they were to be exhibited in one of them soon after suffers from
cages the wreck Is shown and a colic, acute Indigestion or other ailmlscelinmmis assortment of lions, ment of the alimentary tract to which
the little replicas of human vanity and
tigers, U;m nvil?, bears, elephants,
mcnle- s and snakes enjoy an greed are subject. Quite another matanimated vacation in the homes and ter is the invasion of houses and
shops of 'townspeople. The animals 6hop-- by the larger animals.
A tremendous lion leaps into the
are far from being a sluggish lot.
They are on edge. A vast amount window of a house a veritable ex
of courage and pains must have been terior in this remarkable picture
expended in handling vicious beasts two great tigers invade another home;
that are not stupid from over feeding leopards enter a barber shop, and
there is really more savage action huge black bears destroy the interior
than can be seen In a dozen "thrill- - of a grocery. Two of the most fero
"Wild Animals at Large," a
Vita graph feature picture,

same

There Is not a medicine for any purpose more carefully made than 8 S. S. It
represents the highest type of medicine.
Its medtcul properties are just as essential to well balanced health, If the blood
be sick, as are the nourishing elements of
meats, grains, fats and Bugars of our daily
food.
S. S. 8. is prepared direot from
native botanical material. Not a drop of
drugs is added. Not a drop of minerals
is used. This is one of the most important things to know and to remember
when your blood needs attention.
It is the most, affective the purest, the
quickest and must reliable medicine
known for' poisoned blood, rheumatism
catarrhal infection, malaria, skin disease,
old sores and all afflictions that show in,
the blood, skin. Joints and muscles.
An interesting book on the blood la
mailed to those who write. Get a bottle
of 8. S. S. today. It Is the world's greatest medicine.
Insist upon the dealer
handing you S. S. S. and don't let him
orate about something that he can't ad- vertlse as free from Iodide of potash and
other destructive mineral drugs.
If you have trouble getting S. S. S.
write to The Swift Speelfla Co., 200 Swift
Bldg, Atlanta, Ga., for list of square deal
stores,
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cious of all enter the uutcher shop,
and Hugh Mack, the butcher, escapes
by shutting himself up in the ice box,
but his cashier, a girl, is imprisoned!
in her cage unable to escape, while
the hungry animals tear the place to
pieces. The courage of the girl and
the antics of the fat butcher form one
of the many nerve thrilling episodes
which follow one another an ewift sue-- ;
cession throughout the presentation
alter it is well under way.
Possibly the rarest view is one
which has all the marks of an accidental meeting between, two of the
enormous cats. One of them has been
engaged in tearing a library to pieces
when a book case falls on him. lie
emerges from the debris in a rage
and to prove that he can lick a dozen
like the fellow who hit him, he tackles his. running mate and they have
it out on the spot before- the camera
man fully realizes that he is taking
chance of spending his vacation
whei e it's hotter than Luna park. One
leopard empties the barber shop.
After ripping down the fixtures, including the shaving cup rack, he
-

imiim.ml,iatJ.

llJlC
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yawns and gets into the barber's
chair. From this throne he surveys
the wreck he has made with an Alexandrian sadness that' there are no
more worlds to conquer.
What the black bears do to the interior of the grocery store is a whole
comedy in itself. They smash things
generally, the clown upsetting a bag
of flour over himself, and the biggest
exhibiting superhuman intelligence in
trying to destroy the grocer's scales
One would almost believe he had been
running a charge account at the
place. Every concetavble situation in
which there Is, a comedy element
seems to have been covered in this
play by the animals themselves, while
the scared humans are merely Bupers.
Much credit is due those responsible for this novel and varied creation,
it strikes a high note in an era of
very low farce comedy, and the animals are as funny as a motion picture
idol who takes himself seriously.
EASILY DECIDED
This Question Should be Answered
Easily by East Las Vegas People
Which is wiser to have confidence
in the opinions of your
of people you know, or depend on
statements made by utter strangers re
siding in
places? Read the
following:
A. Underwood, 806 National avenue,
Ka.st Las Vegas. N. M., says:
"Doan's
Kidney Pills, which I got at the Center
Hlock Pharmacy, brought me relief
from backache and kidney trouble.
Since then, I have used them off and
on, whenever 1 have needed a kidney
medicine and they have done good
work. If my kidneys aren't acting
list right, or my back is aching, I
can depend on Doan's Kidney Pills to
drive away these ailments. I have recommended Doan's Kidney Pills to a
?reat many people and all have been
well satisfied with them. When I
take cold, It seems to settle on my
kidneys, causing a slight attack of
backache. At such times, a few doses
of Doan's Kidney Pills have always
fixed me up in good shape."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
oents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

is the most potent charm of
womanly beauty and is attained
only through wearing a perfect
corset correctly fitted.
Our line of Corsets was se
lected with the idea of providing a model especially adapted
to every figure one which
would improve and beautify
the form and insure the wearer
those graceful and symetrical
line of the prevailing fashionsj

Royal Worcester,

I

Nemo

and Thomson's Glove Fitting
Corsets offer every style and
quality from which to choose
they possess every desirabe
feature and give maximum
comfort to the wearer. See
these lines before select!ing
your next Corset.
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CORSETS.

fellow-citizen-

$1.00 to $5.00
-- I

far-awa- y

FoBter-Milbur-

n

States.
Remember the name
fnke no other. Adv.

and

Doan's

A Hint to Young Mothers
"When my children show the slightest symptoms of being croupy I give
them Chamberlain's Cough Remedy,
--

II

j

A 1T OPER.
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Perfect Figure
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and When I have a cough or cold on
the lungs I take it for a few days
and am soon rid of the cold," writes
Mrs. Clay Fry, Ferguson Sta., Mo.
The first symptom of croup Is hoarse-nees- ,
give Chamberlain's Cough Remedy as soon as the child becomes
hoarse and it will prevent the attack.
This remedy contains no narcotic.
For sale by all dealers.Adv.

shire terries and English top spaniels.
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CAROLINA TEACHERS

IHiS! TlIj)M

MEET

Raleigh, N. c, Nov. 26. North
a
school teachers took Raleigh
by storm today and practically every
accommodation in the city is taxed
to provi.lie places for them. The occasion of the gathering is the thirteenth annual meeting of the State
Teachers' assembly, the sessions of
which will continue until the week.
The program is considered the best
ever prepared for a meeting of the
The improvement of
organization.
the rural schools is to receive particular attention in the addresses and
discussions. On the list of speakers
are Governor Locke Craig, President
J. D. Eggleston o the Virginia Polytechnic institute,
President E. C.
Branson of the Georgia State Normal
school, and Dr. William H. Kilpat-rAcof the Teachers' college of Columbia university.
k'
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Underwear

Oar-lolin-

More Bottles Sold Each year
It is easy to understand why an

Increasing number of bottles of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is
sold yearly. Thos. Verran, 286 Ed
ward Street, Houghton, Mich., gives
an excellent reason when he writes.
"Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
has always proven an effective remedy, quickly relieving tickling in the
throat, and stopping the cough with
TOY DOG SHOW OPENS
no bad after effects. O. Q. Schaefer
New York, Nov. 26. The eleventh and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
annual toy dog show given by the
Toy Spaniel Club of America opened For Children There
Is Nothing Better
at the Waldorf-Astori- a
A cough medicine for children must
today and
will continue over tomorrow. Hun- help their coughs and colds without
dreds of' tiny dogs of aristocratic pe bad effects on their little stomachs
and bowels. Foley's Honey and Tar
digree are included in the display this
exactly fills this need. No opiates,
year. Among the varieties well
no sour stomach, no constipation folin the show are Boston terriers, lows its use.
Stuffy colds, wheezy
Japanese spaniels, Pomeranians, Pe breathing, coughs and croup are all
quickly helped. O. G. Schaefer and
kinese, Maltese and toy poodles, York Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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Book by J. A. LACY

BECK

Music

Bubbling and Overflowing With Sparkling
Comedy and Tuneful Melodies
A

'

n

(81

Lyrics by F. A. BOHNHURST

3

WITH

MISS OLIVE VAIL

Captivating, Capricious and Clever Con-

("AMERICA'S FOREMOST COMEDIENNE")
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Scenically an Evironment of Beauty
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Half the World

Has Set the

Is Singing

Fashion World
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Beautifully Costumed!
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Every Gown a Handsome French Creation
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At ACT

If You Do Not See Another Show This Season
Do Not Miss

Hoi

THE GIRL FROM MUMM'S"

fhe Best Musical Comedy Staged in Years
r

C3

MUSICAL
HITS
THE VVHISTLEY
KIND

A
I

CAST AND CHORUS

v,"

Mail Orders Filled In Order Received

" 4

PRICES

Laughing Whistling Success from Curtain
to Curtain
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SERIOUS SICKNESS

iVFW YORK

tj Being
New York, Nov. 26. The values of J. C. Hollyman, who went
real estate on Broadway, below Thir- Hill from Missouri. After
tieth, street, are rapidly increasing meeting in June, 1911, the
although the changes in conditions in the Free Church of Forest

that part cf Manhattan have really
rot been particularly favorable to

such increases "ia value. The other
day the estate of Lucy Gilsey, who
dfed in January of 1912, came up in
the surrogate's court for appraisal
Miss Gilsey left a net 'estate of $919,-56of which about $871,500 was in
the
realty. This realty represents
land at the southwest corner of Broadstreet, appraisway and Twenty-nint- h
ed at $1,008,438, less mortgage. One
of the expert witnesses testified that
the neighborhood had outlived its
usefulness as a theatrical district. He
said that the Fifth avenue theater, a
vaudeville playhouse, had been sold iu
$1,49"0,000 and
1.906, at auction for
that in November, 1912, the theater
had been' leased for $60,000 a year.
The witness Bald that the neighborhood was good only for offices and
lofts. The class of patronage formerly enjoyed by the Fifth avenue theater had moved northward.
9

Society of
Hills was
incorporated, and work- was begun on
a building for which the Coord Meyer
Development company donated land
and advanced the funds. The first
informal service in the new church
was held on October 27, 1912. The
congregation is rather novel because

has probably the most peculiar religious congregation, unique in the
fact that it is composed of persons
belonging to all sorts of religious denominations.
Forest
Hill's Free
church, as it is called, started only
a few years ago with 35 members
and has now a membership of more
than 70 families. The idea of the
Free church originated with the Rev.

y

1

ht.

suffered foi several

fears," says Mrs. J. B. Whutaker, ol
his place, "with sick headache, and

"Saint Anthony" Comstock, the everlasting officious "vice ferret", who
has made himself the laughing stock
of the town so many times that his
"raids" have ceased to arouse any interest, has again stepped into the
limelight under circumstances which
clearly show the man's calibre. When
Mrs. Pankhurst came over from England she brought a liberal supply of
a book, entitled "Plain Facts About
a Great Evil," which Is from the pen
of Christabel Pankhurst, deals with
the social evil, and was, sold in Eng- 'land in large quantities for the bene
fit of the writer and of the militant
suffragettes. The books were turned
over to the New York Suffrage association headed by Mrs. O. H. P. Belmont and the sufragettes, connected
with the headquarters
peddled the
books all over the city.
When Anthony Comstock heard of
the book, and without taking the trouble of reading it, he decided that its
sale must be stopped and the whole
mental basis.
edition confiscated.
But, instead of
For the first time since the law in arresting the suffragettes selling-ith- e
and
regard to indeterminate prison sen- book, he called on Mrs. Belmont
tences went into effect in this state, Raid he would prosecute her ashas the question been, raised in the sistants if the sale of the book were
courts whether a prisoner serving an not stopped. Mrs. Belmont assumed
indeterminate sentence for felony was full responsibility for the tale, but
to be considered - civilly dead and Mr. Comstock told her that out of con- could be declared such by the courts, sidertion for her high social position
Last month Mrs. M. M. Gargan, a 'ho would not think of arresting her.
school teacher in Brooklyn, applied Later he made an effort to confiscate

v.
Thta lg a most wonderful external heltf
to the muscles and tendons. It penetrates1
the tissues, makes them pliant to readily
yield to nature's demand for expansion,
bo there Is no longer a period of pain, discomfort, straining, nausea or other symptoms so often distressing during the anxious

Black-Draug-

Black-Draug-

weeks of expectancy.
Mother's Friend prepares the system for
the coming event, and its use brings comfort, rest snd repose during the term. This
has a moHt marked Influence upon the baby,
since It thus Inherits a splendid growing
system of nerves and digestive function.
And particularly to young mothers Is this
famous remedy of Inestimable value.
It
enables her to preserve her health and
strength, and she renin Inn a pretty mother
by having avoided all the suffering and
danger that would otherwise accompany
isuch an occasion.
Mother's Friend thoroughly lubricates every nerve, tendon and
muscle Involved and' is a sure preventive
for caking of the breasts.
You will find this splendid remedy on
sale at all drug stores at $1.00 a bottle,
and Is highly recommended for the purpose.
Write KrndBeld Regulator Co., 134 I.amar
Bldg., Atlanta, a., and they will mall you
sealed, a very Instructive book, fur expectant mothers.

Black-Draugh- t."

Black-Draug-

ht

ilack-Drauc-

y.

for retail
transportation
shipment direct from the producer to
the consumer would be one of the
surest means of reducing the high
cost of living. He suggested that the
People's Institute undertake to carry
out the plan and constitute itself a
clearing house between the producers
in the coutnry around New York City
and the members of the institute as
consumers. The suggestion met with

Hill, L. adequate

I.,

Black-Draug-

Va."I

McDuff,

Mrs. Addie Grinnell, 84 years old,
and at one time a noted actress" who
played in support of Edwin Forrest,
and other famous actors,
died the
other night ir the Kings county almshouse in Flatbush. Once popular and
wealthy, Mrs. Grinnell, in her old age,
had fallen a victim of poverty and ill
health. A few weeks ago, sick and
discouraged, she was arraigned in the
Gates Rvenue court in Brooklyn on a
charge of vagrancy. A charitable wo
man In Brooklyn volunteered to give
Mrs. Grinnell a home, but after a
short time the illness of the veteran
actress became so' critical that she
"had to be taken to the hospital from
which she was removed to the hospital ward of the alsmhouse. Now
the charitable woman, who gave Mrs.
Grinnell a home, is making an effort
to save the body of the former actress from burial In potter's field.
Mrs. Grinnell was born in Virginia of
good family. She had two children
who were at one time prominent in
vaudeville.
The daughter died, however, and the son went to Alaska after 'the death of his sister and has
never been heard of since then.
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CHILD IN
A

FEW HOURS

IF CROSS,

FEVERISH, CONSTIPAT-EDGIVE "CALIFORNIA SYRUP
OF FIGS"

I

Mothers can rest easy after giving
"California Syrup of Figs," because
in a few hours all the clogged-uwaste, sour bile and fermenting food
gently moves out of the bowels, and you
have a well, playful child again. Chil
dren simply will not take the time
from pia" to empty their bowels, and
they become tightly packed, liver gets
sluggish and stomach disordered.
When cross, feverish, restless, see
if tongue is coated, then gUe this
delicious "fruit laxative." Children
love It, and It cannot cause Injury. No
difference what alls your little one
if full of old, or a soro throat, diar
rhoea, stomachache, bad breath, remember, a gentle "inside cleanblng"
should always be the first treatment
given. Full directions for babies, chilare
dren of all ages and grown-up- s
printed on each bottle.
Beware of counterfeit
fig syrups.
Ask; your druggist for a
bottle
of "California Syrup of Figs," then
look carefully and see that it '.e made
by the "California Fig Syrup Comize.
pany." We make no smaller
Hand .back with tontempr. any other
p

ri
It takes a few days to
engrave or print them,

Come down to the office

and make your selection
from our beautiful Urn

so dont put it off too

of samples
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MORGAN'S ESCAPE ANNIVERSARY
Columbus, O., Nov. 26 Some of the
old time residents of Columbus recalled the fact that today was the
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BEATRICE

BALFOUR AS THE COUNTESS IN "THE ROSE

fiftieth aniversary of one of the most
stirring civil war Incidents that oc
curred in this city the sensational
escape of General Morgan from the
Ohio state penitentiary.
After raid
ing ajarge section of Kentucky, Gen
eral Morgan at the head of his dar
ing little band of cavalrymen had
crossed the Ohio river and penetrated that state as far as Steubenville,
the most northerly point to which
the flag of the confederacy was carried during the war. The advance of
Morgan's men created great alarm
throughout Ohio and it was with a
feeling of relief that tha people learn
ed of the capture of the daring leader
and' his lodgment behind the bars of
the state prison. Equally great was

A pleasant and welcome

The first act of "The Rose Maid"
which will be seen here for the first
time at the Duncan opera house on

1

i

h

the books, but they had been spirited
away in the mean time and Mr. Comstock found nothing upon which to
lay his sanctimonious hands.

A

j

QUAINT NODDING STATUE c
APPEAR. IN "ROSE MAID"

hi.

ttomach trouble.
Ten years ago a friend told me to try
Thedford's
which 1 did,
Ind I found it to be the best family medi-:in- e
for young and old.
I
ht
on hand all (he
keep
ime now, and when my children feel a
ittle bad, they ask me for a dose, and it
its intention is to preserve the pol- does them more good than any medicine
icy of all denominations. No member Ihey ever tried.
is asked to give up a single article of We never have a long spell of sick-le- ss
in our family, since we commenced
his creed. The mode of baptism Is
sing
The
the
to
candidate.
left entirely
Thedford's
is purely
effort regetable, and has been found to regu-at- e
church is simply a
weak stomachs, aid dieestion. re- to obtain the benefits of, a Christian
ieve indigestion, colic, wind, nausea,
to
a
unable
in
supchurch
community
and similar
leaaacne, sick stomacn,
port more than one. The first bap- ;ymptoms.
tismal service in the Free church was It has been in constant use for more
han 70 years, and has benefited more
held the other day.
nan a million people.
Your druggist sells and recommends
Price only 25c. Get a
In an address which Representative
n. c. 123
racnage
David J. Lewis of Maryland, a mem
ber of the joint committee on a general parcel post, delivered before the enthusiastic approval and It is exPeople's institute in Cooper union the pected that the institute will carry out
other day, he expressed the opinion the plan, at first only on an experi-

that a general parcel post providing

The little town of Forest

Constantly Supplied With

Thedford's

to Forest
a general

for a marriage license to wed W.
Veisheimer. She admitted that she Can't Help
had a husband living from whom she
was not divorced and thereupon the
clerk refused to issue the license. Every Woman Cast Loving Glance at
the Nettling Cuddled ia it Bonnet.
Then Mrs. Gargan aBked the supreme
A woman's heart naturally responds to
court for a writ of mandamus to com-pel- l
the charm and sweetness of a pretty child,
the clerk to issue the license. and
more so
than ever before since
The case was argued at length before the adycnt of Mother' Friend.
tlfl .wm..,, i.pi Bun.
Justice Maddox and the decision of
which
was
will
be
the court,
reserved,
- A
awaited with considerable interest.

M

FAMILY AVOIDS

STRA1 TOPICS FROM

THREE

26, 1913.

December 4, takes place in the palace
of the young Duke of Barehester in
London and is said to contain some
of the richest furnishings thus far introduced as "properties" in a light
opera. During the operas New York
c
run of 200 nights, the
used in this act attracted unusual attention of collectors of rare antiques,
especially on account of the "nodin the
ding" mandarins
employed
tuneful "Two Little Hearts" , duet.
They are copies of two famous pieces
of Chinese statuary brought to America by the late Charles T. Yerkes for
his mansion in New York. Their use
in the opera is the result of an ingenious conceit on the part of the
cptnposer who had seen two similar
statues in Vienna and was Inspired
to write a song in which they might
be uitlized. The male statue nods
"yes" by pressing an Invisible spring
while the female nods "no." In. this
song Florence Miller as the rose maid
foretella the Jilting of the gay young
duke, by the Princess Hilda, the song
finishing with a quaint little Chinese
dance.
"The Rose Maid" is said to be bril
liant with melodies of the "catchiest"
sort embellishing the pretty romance
and lending effect to a host of com
edy scenes and original dances. The
company is one of the largest sent
out of New York this year and reports of its success elsewhere prom
ise an unusual treat for local opera
bric-a-bra-

goers.
lyric

by

Robert B. Smith.
Both:.
Andante.

no-er-

over-flowin- g

When Two Little Hearts Beat Together.
From 1tie0peretta"TheRose Maid"

lit

- tie

hearts will

anh'cui;ca-men-

t

to music lovers and theai . r s
in general, is Sheehan and T; k's
beautiful production of "The Giri from
Mumms," a Parisian musical concoction with MisB Olive Vail, the ever
popular comedienne, which comes fo
the Duncan opera house on December 2. "The Girl from Mumms" is a
fascinating and exhilarating French
musical cocktail, constructed for tho
purpose of satisfying a long felt
want, namely, a real musical comedy
that will appeal to the ear and eye
alike, with an interesting plot bubblwith light, airy
ing and
comedy that will keep the audience
in a humorous mood during the entire performance.
The musical novelties number sixteen, among which are "Morning ConLies
stitutional,"
ia
"Everything
Keeping Still," "Captivating Cleo,"
"Homesick," "Kangaroo Dance," "Afternoon Tea," "No Fool Like an Old
Fool," "Teach Me," "My Italian Rose,"
"There's a Reason," "Waltz of the
Night," "On the Road to Philadelphia," "We'd Like to Take Another
Look at Mary," "The Cirl of Mumms
and Mine." In fact, the entire score
is so brilliant, catchy and tuneful that
you unconsciously find yourself humming and whistling the beautiful melodies from "The Girl From Mumms."
The cast is perfect and Includes
the most reputable musical comedy
sUrs upon the American stage, as follows:
Miss Olive Vail, J. J. Oliver,
Geo. Chesboro, John E. Frank, Francis McKenna, Miss Nellie Walters,
Misa Erin Lacy, Miss Marjie
Dow,
Miss Hazel Regan.
Mie by
firuno CtcnidijtMdta.?
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the sensation caused by his escape. escape. The generally accept belu
The method by which he obtained his is that the confederate leader
rote)
freedom has always remained a deep ed aid from sympathizer imli& t!
mystery. Many persons believed that j prison, whose assistance maJa hV-that he and bis companions had fled cape an easy matter.
through a secret tunnel from She
prison to the Scioto river. But vhen
In aamp, chilly
cr t
a large part of the prison was torn
down and rebuilt a year or two aj-- always - a lawn, tfmwn
lakh-r: ;
no evidence of eu.cn a tunnel wad many
t
p!e t ) L '
ia
found.
The cell in which Mor-its rt it r- IV
; j
t ,J
was confined was left intact for 1 .'f FTlEt J d
(
apply it ft tin f r t
a century and was marked by a t
1
1 e,
;
,
f , ,
inscribed with the date of i'..
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The convention will end with a reception tonight under the-- ' auspices of
the Colorado Teachers' association.

1879.

THE OPTIC PUBLISHING
(Incorporated.)

C. Bagley,

OF THE WARD ABGUES FO

STATE IN. A

TEACHING OF

CONTEST

ENGLISH

HERE

Editor.

PICTURE PLAY WAS WRITTEN BY,
MISS SPIESS AND PRODUCED

FRANK
SENT

LANDAU WILL
REPRETHE NORMAL UNIVERSITY THIS EVENING I

(Continued From Page One.)
The United States failed in its duty
of affording means to train its thou-

BY MR. FIELDING

Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 26. The sands oj new subjects in the language
committee in charge of the State Orar and laws of the country. The duty
Entered at the postoffice at East
to
be
Las Vegas people are sure
torical contest' has completed its work now devolves upon the state espeat Las Vegas, New Mexico, for trans- intensely interested in the Lublft, feaj and announced the annual contest for
cially through ita educational system.
States
United
the
mission through
ture film, "niawanda's Cross," which
handsome medals for tonight In Elks' The Spanish-Americaboy or girl
second class matter.
as
malls
-'
Photothe
will be shown tonight at
p
7:30 of the remote hamlet is just as bright,
at
theater,
beginning
promptly
n- play and Browne theaters. The Bce-- 1 o'clock. The program will
begin on just as able to go fast and far educa
'
nario was written ty Miss Jeanette time. There are
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
fourteen orations to tionally, just as worthy of being
f
Spless of this city and the following be delivered and as many of the moulded into a cultured and disci
Dally, by Carrier
w
Las
"S
Vegans appear in the cast of ac- teachers desire to hear them and at
Per Copy
plined man or woman as the Anglo-Saxo- n
P One Week
.15 tors, including Miss Spless: Miss Rose
.
the same time to leave for their homes
child reared in the lap of lux
.65 Powers, Miss Chella Van Petten, Miss
One Month
an early start Is necessary. The pro- ury, p know the difficulties. I know
11
7.50 Ethel Danziger, Carl Ilfeld and Hans
Onj Tear
gram will be interspersed with music that much has been accomplished
Lewis. The picture was produced
Dally, by Mall
al selections by the Albuquerque end notwithstanding. But in fairness to
e Jne Year
$6.00 here by Romalne Fielding, whom evi
clubs and orchestras and at least half of our population the
' Six Months
3.Xi erybody is proud to claim as a Las visiting glee
to
be very enjoyable.
work of training the rising generation
promises
;:
.
Vegan.
The contestants, their subjects and in the English language must be
The play presents a pretty, yet
.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK '
the order in which they will appear, speedily and thoroughly accomplished.
story of are as follows:
wholly interest-com-llnGROWER
.
Time suffices for no more than a
?2.00 the west in thf arty "(jays. Mr- - FieldOne Year
word of recommendation. Teachers
Pi1iiii-vrwill wel
of
1.00 ing's thousand
High School Section
assist the superintendents and district
t Six Months
come their
iv t'i. role Of a
"The System"
Richard C. Van attorneys In enforcing the
compulsory
missionary, in those day? ere .progress Houten, Agricultural college prepara attendance laws to the letter. Exi
(Cash in Advance for Mall
had painted with her ytwl and men tory school.
Subscriptions)
cept when teaching Spanish as such
the desert into an empire. The crux
'Battle for Place and Position"
do not make use of a word of that
fitemlt by check, draft or money
beauti Charles Parker, Raton
the Dlav r vo!vs uround
high school.
cefier. If sent otherwise we will nui of
In any recitation. Absolutely
language
In
who. findin:
the
ful Indian
"Peace, the Policy of the Nation, enforce the rule that English only
tie responsible for loss.
of
semblance
il:
inward
Earl Gerhnrdt, Tucumcarl high shall be spoken on the
Specimen copies free on application. missionary
playground and
the peculiar iuiluenc'e of the white school.
In the schoolroom.
Give up the bad
man's faith, steals his cross as the
"The Duly of Patriotism" Harry habit I have found almost universal
AT
ALL. PAPERS DISCONTINUED
man lies sleeping. Her Indian lover, G. Norman, St. Michael's college, San
of teaching the child to mumble EngEXPIRATION OF TIME
resenting the encroachments of the ta Fe.
PAID FOR
lish words from a reader, and exerrepalce-facinfluence over customs,
"Self Culture and Its Benefits"
cise much time and patience teaching
ligion and even their primitive loves, Helen Winter, Santa Fe
high school. him from objects and charts and in
Advertisers are guaranteed the casts out the Indian maid and swears
"The
Voter" Ed simple conversation. Take the little
Independent
largest daily and weekly circulation vengeance upon the missionary.
ward Patterson, Portales high school. child
learning to lisp at his mother's
of any newspaper in northern New
Finding here her first cross 'n obedi"Jane Addams, Settlement Worker" knee as your example. Don't
try to
Mexico.
ence to the new god she goes to
Rose Maharam, Albuquerque high drag the child through a course of
warn the missionary but too late: school.
study until he understands ordinary
the vengeance of Grey Eagle has fall
"True Success"---LesteTELEPHONES
Weity, Ros-we- English conversation.
Main 2 en, and Hiawanda finds the white
Business Office . . .
high school.
The state of New'Mexico absolutely
treach"The Money Lust"- - Dora Terrill, owes it to her boys and girls that
News Department
Main 9 man a victim of the Indian's
ery. Nursing him back to life Hia Vaughn high school.
nine months of school be held in evwanda hopes for reward In requited
.1. Gribhlc.
"Womnn"
Vaughn high ery district. It matters not what- else
'
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1913. love, only to find the second cross school.
we must sacrifice, the state and its
in her pursuit of the phantom spirit
The College Section
citizens must do their full duty, to the
that promises so much yet returns
IT WAS WOIM1I IT
'The Hero of the Isthmus," D. O. youth' and the nlost urgent and most
so little. In sorrow she turns back
New Mexico Military Insti- - neglected duty is to the Spanish
Murphy,
to her people only to find her teachAmerican youth.
Unless
i
Las Vegaa boosters, under the pat- Roswell.
equipped
ings not their teachings, her god not tuie,
with the English language there is
ronage of the Commercial club, made their
of
Fred
Might,"
"By
Calkins,
Right
god and she is cast out upon
no star ( promise for his future.
a strenuous effort to iuduce the New
to suffer the pains and sor- University of New Mexico.
desert
the
Mexico
Anu when 1 say tllat the state. the
Educational association to
Frank!
"What
Is
True
Patriotism?"
rows of those who follow in the paths
.,
bring its 1914 meeting to this city.
New Mexico Normal Univer- county and the district must do more,
Landau,
of strange gods since time began.
I also wish to say that the country
They were unsuccessrul. But the im
sity. Las Vegas.
hope in the cross, the only
Finding
made
of
teachers
the
upon
saloon should be abolished and this
pression
The judges will be as follows:
material thing left that typified that
' the state will be lasting and will reschool section: On delivery, source of revenue for the schools cut
High
new
found peace Hiawanda passes
sult In creating many friends for the
Frank Carroon, Raymond Seder, R. off. I know conditions in my district
.Meadow City. The effort expended down the river of life Into the sea R.
Larkin; on thought and composi- well and I tell you that the rural
t;y the Commercial club and its ex- - of darkness where a false civilization tion, Hon. Antonio Lucero, Miss Delia saloon, with Its vile
whiskey and evil
rellent secretary, George A. Fleming, had found her.
J. Sisler, P. W. Willson.
associations is corrupting a great
: assisted
by every teacher of San Mi--,
College section: On delivery, J. H. many of our boys before they grow
sue! county, was well worth while. It
Vaughan, M. L. Fox T. W. Conway; to manhood and nullifying the best
showed the state that Las Vegas is CURRENCY BILL IS IN
on thought and composition, J. H. work of the shcools.
alive and anxious to do its share In
Dowden, Miss Nancy Hewitt, Rev.
The Spanish American boy has nevthe entertainment of the representaL. Skinner.
er
Nprman
had his chance. We must not deDEMOCRATIC CAUCUS
tives of one of the state's noblest proThe New Mexico Interscholastic lay giving it to him. Ways and means
fessions the teachers.
Oratorical association at a meet'ug will be found if we realize that the
"OLas
Vegas Is disappointed, but it is
MAJORITY PARTY'S MEMBERS IN this morning in the Commercial club duty is laid upon us and that thus
'cot peeved. It will strive just as
elected new officers for the coming far we have not accomplished it. I
THE SENATE READY FOR
hard next year to induce the educayear and fixed the dates for the as- - say to you, teacher in a rural district,
HARD FIGHT
tors to come here in 1915. The camsociation's annual spring contest, that
and drawdespite difficulties
which will be held this year in Albupaign made by the Las Vegas boosters
26
Nov.
The
currency
Washington,
backs, if you at the end of a nine
was a friendly one. The good things
reform struggle was transferred from querque. It is probable that in the months' term allow any pupil to reLas Vegas had to offer were not for--:
the senate today to the closed pre future these contests will be known turn to his home unable to sustain
gotten, but the rival cities were not cincts of a democratic
party caucus. as declamatory instead of oratorical ordinary conversation in the English
knocked.
Had the campaign, been
not
Leaders did
expect this confer contests. The following officers were language you have failed in the most
begun earlier, it is not unlikely Las
ence would come to any binding agree chosen :
important object of your work.
Vegas would have won.
President, J. H. Wagner or Santa
of the Owen bill as
on
ment
support
To fail to equip the Spanish Ameriwork--ed
The Santa Fe educators who
,;.
a whole. Those supporting the bill, Fe.
can child with the language of the
In the interest of. Las Vegas won
Vice; president, J. If. Dowden of
has received the general en
country is to deny him his birthright.
a warm spot in the hearts of the Laa which
dorsement ot President Wilson, were Raton.
He is an heir of Coronado and Hidalgo
Secretary-treasureMiss
Tegaa delegation.
Nancy
doomed, however, to fight out any
and1 Juarez and of the sweetest landifference that might exist between Hewitt of Albuquerque.
human
guage that ever fell from
PRICES
INVESTIGATING
Hitchcock wing
them and the
'
an
is
he
but
also
inheriter
tongue,
26.
Resolutions
Washington, Nov.
of the party, behind closed doors and draft of the bill presented by Chair- of our own
Washof
estate,
princely
were introduced In the house today to reach a
man
Owen
the
and
presendorsed
by
general understanding that
ington and Jefferson and Lincoln, of
"to investigate the high cost of living.
there should be no wholesale changes ident
Tenthe noblest of institutions and laws
esof
Austin
"t
Senator
not
do
Owen's
One by Representative
think
made In the Owen bill.
and customs, and of that language
is
excessive
a
timate
of
$5,000,000
nessee, republican, directed a special
day
deThe Benate democratic majority
to
In
committee of ten representatives
showing the loss that is accruing which is the vehicle of liberty civil,
termined today to hare no Christmas
"palto
the
reasons
for
the country through the curtail- religious, political and educational,
the
investigate
recess unles the administration curand the inspiration of the grandest
pable failure" of the new tariff law rency bill has been completed. In a. ment of business," said Senator SimIdeas that have ever descended to
mons.
to
n
time
drive
is
believe
"We
.o reduce thecost of; living and to party conference it was
.agreed to
xtend an apology to the republican meet "every day a,t 10 a. m. and sit matters, to show the business world earth from heaven that language
and the American people' until 11 p. m. with two hours' recess what kind .of a. bill will he passed which most insistenty proclaims peace
whose Totes established
president for dinner until final action is taken. andt that. It wlfi be passed speedily1." on earth, goodwill to men and issues
Senators Weeks and Bristow, re- a declaration of brothorhoo to every
tew freedom..
- The
Wilson's
conference will consider the
of the banking committee, eon of Adam.
Gorman
publicans,
Another by Representative
currency bill at once and take It to
at the. democratic
surprise
expressed
Following is the program of the
the
of
the
would
floor
enable
the
determined
Illinois
president
senate,
of
ion today:
convent
program.
to invite foreign governments to par- to rush Its consideration. A resolusteam
a
is
roller
pro"It
simply
into
Morning
Senator
Reed
tion
an
international
proby
in
iquiry
presented
ticipate
Music: Indian band.
the high cost of living through the vided that the conference should be- ceeding," said Senator Weeks out"The democratic program is
"The Rural Schools; Our Problem,"
world and would appropriate $20,000 gin considering the bill immediately
by Miss Isabel Lancaster Eckles of
after the senate adjourned today, rageous," said Senator Bristow.
v?or United States participation.
Senator Root characterized the Silver City, superintendent of schools
meet tomorrow, Thanksgiving day,
of Grant county.
and endeavor to complete framing the democratic decision as "unprecedent'
TEACHERS CHOOSE OFFICERS
unfair
and
Violin solo by blind "irl of Alamo-gorded,
unnecessary."
the
with
of
measure by Saturday,
plan
Pueblo, Col., Nov. 26. Officers
Teachers' association of putting the bill in the senate with
7.1ie Colorado
Discussion by Hon.. Charles W. G.
a democratic majority behind it on
were elected today as follows:
East Las Vegas; Antonio Lu
beWard,
INVESTIGATE
STRIKE
TO
session
DenO.
the
when
C.
regular
Monday,
Peterson,
President, Mrs.
Nov. 26. Directly aim cero, Santa Fe; Ralph C. Ely. Dem'.
'.
Colorado
.
M.
Washington,
Carlos
Cole,
gins.
auditor,
ver;
Senator Hitchcock,, who stood out ed at conditions prevailing in the cop ing; L. B. Prince, Santa Fe; Thomas
Springs; director. Miss Anna KnightW.
R.
educational
council,
the administration firaft of per mines Btrike area in. the Calumet Holland, Mogollon; Principal August
aga'nst
ly, Pueblo;
of
Shafer
the bill, has gone to his home in Oma region, s, resolution Introduced by Mayer, Hillsboro; Superintendent R.
Sheldon of Denver, Wilson
Den-v.Superintendfind there was, therefore, no or- Representative McDonald of Michigan S. Tipton, Alamogordo;
of
S.
K.
Phillips
ha,
'Creek,
would direct the commissioner of cor- ed: Dr, David R. Boyd, president of
D.
ganized opposition to the' administraGrace Ellen Shoe of Denver,
Filadelfo Baca,
n Hatch of Denver.
tion plan. ' Tn consideration of the porations to investigate and report on ant Superintendent
,
Addresses' were made at this morn-- : bill Senator Hitchcock's draft of the the concentration of private owner- Santa Fe; Principal George J. Martin,
ship of natural resources. Former El Rito; Dr. Frank H. IL Roberta,
in 's session by I t, M. Barrett of Den-- . measure will have no representative.
; Mary ('. Bradford, state euperin-t"- .'
It is expected that the conference Chief Forester Gifford Pinchot has East Laa Vegas; R. F. Hutchinson,
:
Albuquerque; Hon. John F. Murray,
(if public injunction, and Pro-- j will adopt as a party measure the endorsed the resolution.
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special agent in the United States Indian service.
General discussion.
Chorus: Albuquerque High School
--

Glee club.

Second regular business session.
Sectional meetings.
Evening
oratorical contest,
Interscholastlo
Elks' theater.
"Schoolmasters' Meeting"
John 'Milne, superintendent of the
Albuquerque city schools, was last
night elected iwesldent of the Schoolmasters' club at the annual meeting
and banquet of the organization at
the Alvarado. Mr. Milne succeeds
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts.
Other officers chosen were Prof.
John H. Wagner or Santa Fe, secretary; membership committee: E. L.
Enloe of Silver City, T. B. Taylor of
Deming and W. B. McFarland of Silver City.
The following members were elected. Dr. David' R. Boyd, president of
the state university; Professors E. u.
Enloe of Silver City, John H. Vaughn
of Las Cruces, Bonifacio Montoya of
Sandoval county, and J. L. G Swin-ne- y
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60c
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Dem-lngma-

AN ACTRESS DIES
Philadelphia, Nov. 26. The

actress
who committed sulced in a hotel here
Monday night, was today identified as
Elizabeth Poritz, of Brooklyn, N. Y.
The young woman, who was about 22
years old, registered at a hotel under
the name of Betty Daley. She was
She
also known as Maida Dupree.
has been an actress sfnee she was 13
years old.

Subscribe for The optic

j

j

-

iij

'

of Aztec.

The chief speaker at the banquet
was United States Commissioner of
Education Claxton, who made a most
interesting talk, outlining the scope
of the work of the federal bureau .of
education. Willard E. Holt of
one of his usual neat and
appropriate after dinner talks, and
M. L. Fox spoke on the educational
value of the newspaper.
Governor McDonald was unable to
b present, but Secretary of State Antonio Lucero arrived during the banquet. Dr. Roberts officiated as toast,
master.

-

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Nov. 26. Price movements today suggested that the position of the market has been weakened
by driving in of the shorts on yesterday's rise,
Recessions were limited to moderate fractions in most cases, and speculation was lifeless. Bulls were not
inclined to take on stocks, in view of
the approaching holiday and the rising tendency of the money market.
The monetary position was Influenced by further heavy shipment of
gold to Canada, and call money
mounted to 4
per cent Further

curtailment of working forces, price
reductions and the rather pessimistic
utterances of Charles M. Schwab
the steel industry, stimulated
'
elling of United States Steel, heaviness of which influenced the whole
list. Bonds were irregular.
Some increase in selling pressure
occurred in various western railroad
stocks, but general speculation was
automatically killed when call money
rose to five per cent.
October earnings of the Harriman
roads made diverse exhibits, Southern Pacific losing heavily, whilo Un
ion Pacific gained,
outhern Pacific
was one of the few stocks in which
the day's loss ran to a point.
The market closed heavy. Discouraging reviews of conditions by the
trado organs produced no effect on
the Steel stocks. There was no indication of the short covering which
usually precedes the holiday, the list
remaining near the lowest.
The last sales were:
'
70 Vg
Amalgamated Copper
108
Sugar
92
Atchison
107
Northern Pacific
Reading
,...160
Southern Pacific
87
Union Pacific
151
United States Steel .'
56
103
United States Steel, pfd

last night's level. The close was steady at a shade to
cent net decline.
Corn hardened on account of
gen
eral rains. First sales varied from
Vs off to a like
amount up, but prices
then gradually advanced. The close
was steady at the same as last
night
to
cent lower.
Absence of selling pressure allowed
oats to sympathize with the firmness

g

in corn.

j

Provisions had poor support. Packers and miscellaneous longs were offered freely and event at the start
had brought about a setback of 2
to 12Mt- The closing
quotations were
-

as follows:

Wheat,

87; May 91.
70; May 70.

Dec.

Corn, Dec;.
Oats. Dec.

,57; May 41.
Pork, Jan. $20.92; May $20.87.
Lard, Jan. $10.S7; May $11.12.'
Ribs, Jan. $11.00; May $11.17.
KANSAS

CITY LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, Nov. 26. Hogs, receipts 9,000. Market steady to shade
higher. Bulk $7.40(57.60; heavy $7.30
7.73; packers and butchers $7.50
7.70; lights $7.3r7.G5; pigs $3.50
7.

,

Cattle, reecipts 3,000. Market steady to 10 cents higher. Prime fed

steers

$S.259; dressed beef steers

western steers $6.25
southern steers $5. 257.50; cows
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
heifers
$5.508.60;
$4.236.75;
Chicago, Nov. 26. Although favor- stockers and feeders
$5.507.50;
able weather in Argentina had a bulls $4.756.50; calves $69.25.
bearish effect today on wheat, the
Market steaSheep, receipts 6,000.
market rallied. Opening prices were dy. Lambs $5.257.75; yearlings
a shade to
lower. On the re- $5.256; wethers $4.505.10; ewes
action, the market went slightly above $44.60.

$6.758.20;
8;

ftsgaof
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Shoe satisfaction found in every pair ot shoes
we sell. If fyou don't know Bacharach shoes
you will, save money by getting acquainted
with them. A single pair will prove their worth.
WE'LL BE PLEASED TO SHOW" THEM
Boy Scout Shoes

.

.

.

Babies Shoes

$2.50 to $3.50 1
35c to 85c
.
65c to $3.00 i
$2.50 to $5.00
$2.50 to $6.50
,

'

i:

Children's Shoes
Women's Shoes
Men's Shoes w

.
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PERSONALS
Dr. F. R. Lord returned this afternoon from a short business trip in
''.
the east.
E. H, Biernbaum of Mora1 arrived in
Las Vegas last night for .a short busi
ness visit.
Dr. A. E. Northwood of Wagon
Mound was a bu iness visitor in Las

Vegas today.
M. Paltenghe and son of Wagon
Mound came in yesterday evening for
a few days' visit
Wat-rou- s
J. J. Hanoi and It. J. Lyman of
several
a
for
came in last night
days' business visit.
John Condon of Rociada drove in
visit with
yesterday for a few Jays'
friends In Las Vfigas.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Back of Mora
came In last night for a snort visit in
Las Vegas with, friends.
in
A. J, Shultz of Trinidad arrived.
a
will
be
and
the city this afternoon
days.
several
for
here
visitor
business
ror
John A. Murphey, representative
a
waB
or
Chicago,
a millinery house
hnslness visitor in Las Vegas today.
Miss Lena Langston left yesteraay
will
afternoon lor Levy, where she
next
few
days.
visit relatives for the
Miss Helen Kelly has returned from
she
St. Louis and Kansas City, where
several
the
past
has been ivsiting for

ONICiAI. VILLA

INS GREAT

ACTORS

WILL BE

IS PUT UNDER

VICTORY NEAR

ENTERTAINERS

AlEST

JUAREZ

AT DINNER

(Continued From Page One.)
Governor Is Honored
Denver, Nov. 26. A request

Men, Women, Boys ano Girls of Las Vegas and surrounding community, for the

nice business you have given us since "Last Thanksgiving Day," j
We wish we could thank each of you individually for your part in our wonders
ful, though steady and conservative growth.
(EL
?

PEOPLES BANK

JACK ELLIS AND MORRIS CYTRON
AT THE
AFFAIR
dynamited yesterday, in advices from
railroad circles.
and
Everything is in readiness for the
Troops rushed from Saltillo
Vanegas found the rebels in force in second annual reunion of the "Army
the hills. Tliey we-- e said to have of the Man Away From Home" at the
robbed and then burned a freight Y. M. C. A. Thanksgiving night at
train. The rebels supposedly were 6:30 o'clock. Over 30 men had signed
part of the force which recently took up early Tuesday night and the prosVictoria, Tamaulipas.
pects for a larger crowd than last
I

that

WE THANK YOU

Continued

from

Pane One)

CAPITAL

he apt as chairman and referee was
presented q Governor E. M. Amnions
when the committees representing the
Colorado
operators and striking
miners met at ihe state house shortly
after lflf o'clock today in an effort to
reach a settlement or at least a truce
In the Colorado coal strike. It was
year are good.
decided that newspaper men would be
The Y. M. C- A. will keep a leeway
Impressed Into Federal Army
San Diego, Cal., Nov, 26.- - Bringing of five or six plates until time to
admitted, but at the close of each session the conferees would Issue a state- many tales of raiding by rebels on serve the dinner so that those who
ment. The conferees were:
the west coast, the Mexican steamer do not find out until the last minute
Benito Juarez arrived today from where they will eat their ThanksgivOperators J. C. Osgood of the
Fuel company, J. F. Mazatlan and way ports.
ing dinner will be able to get In on
Wellborn of the Colorado Fuel and
So positive were the Mexican fed- the association "feed."
Iron company, and D. W. Brown of! eral troops at Mazatlan that the
The merchants have shown a
the Rocky Mountain Fuel company.
Juarez carried "filibusters" that they splendld splrit ln donating eatables
Miners Archie Allison, striking em- opened lire wnen ene anchored there, tr,war(, fhfi dinner. Stearns'. Bouch
ploye of the Colorado Fuel and Iron according to Captain San Martin. Bul er's and Graaf and Hayward's have
company; David Hammond, striking lets rained aboard and there was a all offered to furnish at least one tur-- ,
Fuel general scramble for the shelter of
employe of the
key.
company, and T. X. Evans, striking the vessel's iron sides. A white flag
Two of the pleasing numbers of
Iron
Fuel
and
Colorado
was
the
of
raised
and
the
firing the program after the dinner will be
hastily
employe
ceased.
company.
the entertainment furnished by Mr,
weeks.
The ship was boarded and about
12:45 o'clock the conferees took
At
Shoeof
Bruton
Jack Ellis and Mr. Morris Cytron of
Captain W. B.
300 Mexicans were taken ashore and
a recess until 2 o'clock.
last
night
Las
in
Vegas
arrived
the Lubin company. .!Taddy" Jaco-b- y
maker
Although no formal statement was sent to Mexico City, wheer they were
of the same company, said he
to make purchases for his Thanksgiven out, It was said that most of impressed into the federal army.
to be with the boys too, if at
wanted
giving dinner.
miners
Dr. S. N. Gray, port physician ati
the time was occupied by the
Milnor Rudulph, Jr., of Mora came
all
"Daddy" claims to be
possible.
and an San Bias, who arrived on the Juarez
busl-- 1 setting forth their grievances
main away from home in
in yesterday evening for a short,
the
biggest
by the operators. en route to Chicago, said:
ness visit. He was dnltiated by the swering questions
Las Vegas today. Dr. Norman Skin"The rebels took the port of
The miners confined themselves to
on the proElks last night.
the day I sailed, and thereby ner's talk will be the last
a recital of conditions in the mines
Mrs. Harry Anker of East Tauas,
; ;
gram.
w
The
session
the
secured
gateway to the entire
to which they objected.
Mich., arrived yesterday to visit her
on
both
not
friendliness
of
Tepic.
territory
marked
They
was
had,
by
sister, who has been a resident of Las sides.
taken San Bias and were evincing no
months.
several
for
INJURED
Vegas
vital
the
of taking it but the place
intention
none
of
was
that
said
Jt
Mrs. J. D. Barnes left this afternotcannot withstand any attack. Mazat
issues to the present controversy,
noon for Santa Fe, where she will
of the union, was lan, of course, Is so strongly fortified
IN AUTO ACCIDENT
recognition
ably
Thanksgiving with relatives,
touched upon. Governor Amnions that a handful of determined men can
weeks.
several
for
remain
and
Food1
stated that he regarded the situation hold It against any number.
Miss Julia Fox and Mrs. J. Vaughn
In
Mazatlan
are
extremely
CATTLE MAN'S MACHINE PLUNGprices
as
hopeful.
of Michigan left yesterday for Santa!
as a result of the siege, but there
ES OVER LA LIENDRE HILL;
high
Fe, where they will visit for a short
HE WILL RECOVER
Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Ryan and Joseph is no genuine hardship apparent there
to
this
return
city.
time and later
Las
in
arrived
of
yet."
all
England,
Curley,
C. C. Clay, employed In the local
in an automobile on
An accident which resulted in i the
Santa Fe offices, returned last night Vegas last night
Visits German Statesman serious injury of James Whitmore
Ambassador
to
the
York
New
from
city
their
way
from an extended trip in the east and
Berlin, Nov. 26. James W. Gerard, and numerous smaller injuries to Dacoast. They are looking for a loca
northwest. He has been gone for
Mexico and are consid United States ambassador to Ger- vid Sehertz occurred yesterday
New
in
tion
several weeks.
many, called today on Gottlieb Von
when the autojnobile in which
ering Las Vegas.
A. M. McCready, mechanical
re
has
H.
Landaa
Dr.
Rev.
Jacob
Jagow, German foreign minister, and the men were riding (kidded off the
for the western lines, of
he con discussed the Mexican situation.
on La Liendre hill. The car
the Santa Fe.came in last night from turned from Santa Fe where
a
prominent was understood that the ambassador turned completely over, throwing its
his headquarters at La Junta for a ducted the funeral of
Jewish lady yesterday. Dr. Landau received a cable communication from occupants from their seats. The
short business visit.
the attitude
Howell Earnest, the traveling aud- will deliver the Thankstfving sermon Washington reaffirming
machine rolled about) 150 feet down
to the
in
States
United
of
the
regard
tomorrow
tabernacle
considat the Christian
the side of the mountain, stopping
itor who recently came into
elimination of General Huerta and the
erable notoriety on account of his al- morning at 10:30 o'clock.
when it hit a tig tree.
of the new Mexican
J. H. Waters, president of the Crip
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Whitmore was rendered unconscious, and when first seen by Schertz
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came an institution, borrowed from thnrlzinsr vou to act for me to the mat neighbors; neither owns his home nor
.
PHONE
50o per s10t Ilia
Veg&a 466
Less than 50 I be. Each Dallvery
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
nav
transrer.
merchestate
I
real
a
and
of
rent.
sailors
the New England
pays
DOLLARS for each and every case
Out on the extreme end of one ot
ants. Second to France, it was with had a very good offer for the upland
of catarrh that cannot be cured by the
acres."
Hudson
river
the
in
the
col
forty
the
piers
longest
the- New England: states that
use of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
Nellie knew the tract well. It wae there is perched a tiny building,
aa
FRANK J. CHENEY.
DENTISTS
ony did the most trading. As a re- one of two pieces of property left tc
reof
and
Harvesters, storera, and Distributors of Natnral Ice, taa Parity
corrugated Iron,
wrought
me and subscrib
to
before
Sworn
sult there were always a number of him
ht
when
estate
Las
jamona.
bomb-prooVegas
Made
f
by his ancle's
Lasting Qualities ot Which Have
sembling more nearly a
ed in my presence, this 6th day of
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
ships la the harbor manned by New rame to Lindgrove. There was tht shelter than a peaceable dwelling.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
1886.
D.
A.
"
December,
were
Dentist
lowland forty acres near by, a worth This strange little apartment, neverEnglanders. In addition there
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
mm New TCneland traders and less stretch of swamp property. ex theless,' is fitted with all the com Dental work of any description si
Notary Public.
"These people," and Mr. Mercer
forts and luxuries that combine', to
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken intermoderate prices
agents resident in the city. New Or
In
.
be in, they say,
make a bachelor's existence suffer-able- Hoom 1, Center Block, Tel Main
nally and acts directly upon the
leans already was famous in two hem tended a card, "will
blood and mucous surfaces of the sysa day or two and pay two thousand
Rich paper sheaths the walls,
which
Mexico
cooking
New
for
the
good1
Las
ispheres
Vegas,
tem. Send for testimonials, free.
dollars cash for a deed. You wui exe heavy carpets lie t underfoot, a piano
hotels.
and
characterized its homes
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
cute It, please, and take the money."
in the corner, capacious
stands
On Thanksgiving day it was the cus
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
"Marvin & Sharp, Brokers," was the leather chairs offer the comfort of Professional Health
Culture for Ladies
tom for the masters of the vessels to legend the bit of pasteboard bore.
Take Hall's Family Pills for conman
while
an
excellent
ease,
MRS. OLLIE 8HEARER
Miss Ward," quiet
stipation. Adv.
"And now good-by- ,
arrange a banquet for all their men
servant obeys and anticipates the
and
General
hei
Hair
Scalp
Massage,
Mr.
one
Mercer, clasping
continued
No expense was spared on this
slightest whim.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Treatment, Facial Massage, ManiThe occupant of this small domicile
occasion and the feasts that resulted hand and holding It. "I leave every
you
knowing
In
the Probate Court, San Miguel
in
cure,
Chiropody.
charge,
on
officer
your
extended
fur
naval
a
is
of
thing
were so noted that few historians
to the business better than
Hotel Romalne
County, New Mexico.
the period failed to mention them, will attend could. It will be your turn lough, who controls and directs the
I possibly
nouo
multifarious industries of the pier, Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m. In the Matter of the Estate of Benjamon, an
Classme; ad, aearca out the peopm lo
Spectacular as was the annual glut for a two weeks' vacation when I re welcomes the great ocean liners as
Deceased.
min
F.
Forsythe,
worth
no i
fes
the
U!iS
New
those who MIGHT B1Y the particular
ting of the
Englanders,
turn."
Notice
they warp into their havens, dis
It May Concern:
Whom
To
have
I
tival was not Blow 'n becoming
scarcely
Mr.
Mercer,
"Why,
patches them as they are towed out
That property to want to sell Is WOKTfi MOB? ,
is hereby given that the final report
Cresient City institution. The spir been here two months."
into the river's flood, attends to every
T3he
en
above
in
like
the
administrator
of the
"And need a little recreation,
who reads the ada. la this aawspaper and
itual side of the day was to a great
want of the transatlantic travelers,
titled estate has been filed, in said
extent lost sight of, but as a day of all of us," brightly reminded Jarvls. and holds absolute dominion over his
CAFE
MERCHANTS
property unless it war advertised
your
Then his expressive face dropped little maritime world.
court, and the 6th day of January,
dinners the holiday has been ot
little
helpat
his
stared
He
i
Others- - who read and assvrer aoa. ta tai
1913 has been set by the court for
served regularly for more' than a solemnly.
The Best Place to Eat
er In surprise. A tear drop had fallen
All Puffed Up.
"to pay cash for) books, aatomoaile. ased
same
maeaiaery
to
the
of
anxious
are
objectlonss
hundred' years. On this day, more
the
hearing
upon his hand. His clasp tightened,
"The town of Plunkvllle ts all perked
Breakfast, Dinner or Supper
and furniture, artielM of ts nlseas ! aay aert, and masleal
than any other in the year, the cooks his breath came quickly. Then he
and the final settlement of said es
And over what!"
up,
struments.
of New Orleans strive hardest to win turned away and abruptly left the
Las
in
tate.
Vegas
Dunno. Got a new pitcher fer. the
new laurels. With tables weighted room.
Witness my hand and the seal of
ball team?"
of all
Aa the elasnffiea aoa. are read k all possible
"1 iove him," Nellie told herself. "It
lown with every Vnown delicacy
"Nope,"
said court this 10th day of November,
CLAYTON,
be Baders of the bact
ta
prop
a
of a
aorta
of
hav
t&laxa,
think
never
taey
slble
could
for
he
is
folly,
"What Is it thenr
by the bounties of sea nnd land,
A. D. 1913.
517 DOUGLAS AVE.
untutored gir! like me, but 1
keta.
"A flying machine flew over the
'i" tlay continues .to be one of the simple,
K. D. GOODALL.
Office
love him!"
Next to Postal Telegraph
town
other
the
turned
day."
Administrator
popular in a city rich in feat
Wbo vwlfl not! she challenged, as
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ARCUITECT HAKES BLIND

Its Safe

E

ri

S$l

for Children!!"

WEDNESDAY,

EXHIBIT IS

BUILDING

GOOD
THE ALAMOGORDO

INSTITUTION
SHOWS WONDERFUL HANDI'
WORK OF PUPILS

Plans for the proposed Commercial
Nov. 26. Probably
Albuquerque,
the the most interesting display in the
Santa Fe station grounds for the pur- educational exhibit at the armory this
'The Children's Chil
pose of exhibiting the products of week ds that from tne New Mexico
dren" are npw using
thla county to travelers, were finish- School for the Blind at Alamogordo.
Foley's Honey and Tar
ed this week by Architect E. W. Hart. This school has been struggling along
Compound and it is toThe drawings have been sent to Kan for eight or nine years with meager
day the same safe effecsas City where they will be finished appropriations, insufficient equipment
tive and curative medin color, and later submitted to the and other handicaps. Yet during the
icine thattheirparents
officials of the Santa Fe Railway past few years, under iU present difoundit. Forallcoughs,
rection It seems to have reached a
FOR
company for approval.
colds, croup, whooping
The Idea of erecting such a build- high stage of efficiency.
cough, bronchitis,
The last legislature made a special
hoarsenes and tickling
ing has been discussed several times
for a new. building
appropriation
in throat, use it. It
by the Commercial club, and several which is now
compiet and which
regives satisfactory
weeks ago the board of directors de- contains the girls' dormitory, kitchen
CONTAINS
sults.
NO
OPIATES
to
make application tor space and
ciaeu
dining room, and thij has relieved
on the Santa Fe property. The reO. G. SCHAF.FER.
RED CROSS DRUG CO
the congestion, although the 45 pupils
quest for space will be accompanied now enrolled1 are all 'that can
be
by the plans, and it is believed the .cared for
wit the present
properly
railroad officials will Tavor the propoequipment. There are, many more
sition.
blind children in the stale who would
The present plan is to have the enter the school did
thj capacity of
Harvey system operate a news stand the school permit
in the building, providing an attend
lhe faculty now consists of four
ant, me greater portion or tne Duim-- , teachers, the superintendent, a mains will be used for the exhibiting tron for boys and a mation for girls,
of the products of the city and coun-- The most modern methods of instruc
ty. It is thought that ibis plan will tion for the sightless are employed,
meet with the approval of the rail- - j The exhibit at the irmory this
way company, as it has been planned week is in charge of Miss Woodbury,
eem-atimes to establish an outdoor teacher cf music at tliei school
nd
consists of a notable display of do- news stand.
'J'he plants for the building are most mestic science, manual training,
It. is to be 16 by 35 feet manshlp, basket weaving, drawinc and
dimensions,- - and will be of gray last lut by no means least, of six
Kiucco material with plate glass win- - msmiu em loving cups and1 three
clows.
The roof is to be tiled and Pennants, won by the blind athletes
the building will be fire proof and of this school in competirion with the
schools of the country.
sleam heated.
Miss Woodbury is also giving a
Kxhibit space will be sold in the
uemonstration or the reiuai:iu:u.j
the
to
of
towns
building
neighboring
the county and by this method and sults accomplished by thi school. She
the large subscription already raised has with her in the bootfcj little
Louise Jones, blind; from birth,
for the purpose, there will be little
V
ir h wvk y
three
years in the School and now
financial difficulty in completing the
y
h
in the sixth grade. Louise writes and
structure.
reads fluently. She makis fair progress on the typewriter and is as well
Would Make Them Better if They
in general education as the
advanced
Could
The makers of Foley Kfdney Pills average child of the samfe age. She
know that they have absolutely the is an accommodating
youig lady and
best ' combination of curative and will demonstrate her
cojquest over
healing medicines for kidney and ner
great arrnctions as ften as rebladder ailments and urinary irregularities that it is possible to produce. quested.
That is why Foley Kidney Pills are
Tonight Miss Woodbury will pr
the best medicine fdr the purpose sent another
demonstration of the
you can buy. O. . Schaefer and Red blind school's
when little
efficiency,
Adv.
Ooss Drug Store.
Miss
Prescilla
12
Ortiz,
old, of
years
Jefferson Raynolds, President.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
Albuquerque, one of her pupils, will
CORNELL AND PENNSYLVANIA
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
ElkJ' theater at
Hallm Raynolds, CaUiier.
New York, Nov. 2G. The annual give a violin solo in
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
the! convention.
the
of
session
closing
gridiron battle between Pennsylvania
now have an enrollment of 45
"We
and Cornell on Franklin Field will
at the school," said Miss Woodbury
furnish the principal item on the
this morning, "and we could
Thanksgiving menu served up to double that number If the schooleasily
hacw
football enthusiasts in the east. Whatroom to care for them properly. There
ever showing these two teams may are
numbers of blind children in the
make during the season they seldom state who
need the school and who
fail to put up a warm contest would come
if we could care for
when they come together at the wind-u- them.
F LAS VEGAS. N' ,V,
of their season's schedules. De"Our new building ha3 simplified
spite the fact that victory has perch- matters for the management consided on the Cornell banner but once
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profils, $23,000.
erably, but we are in gr&at need of
duiinu: the 20 years that she has fac- more room. I suppose this will be
ed Pennsylvania on the gridiron, the provided in due time.
In every department of Banking we
itlmcii team has strong hopes of win- "Our girls, in addition to general
ioii.onow. Iu the 'opinion cf .education, are taught dom.--uscnc-prepared to give the best of service nicwt critics
the two elevens are more and music. The boys are given
evenly matched than in many years. courses In music, manual training arid
Other teams that will meet on east- piano tuning.
We are especially
ern gridirons tomorrow are Brown proud, of our athletic record'. The
and Carlisle at Providence, Lafayette cups on display here have been won
and Dickinson at Easton, and Tufts in successive years by our boys in
and Boston College at Boston.
open competition with the great blind
schools of the country. With our
little enrollment we have defeated
year after year, schools with hundreds
of pupils. The contests1 are held on
CAPITAL PAID IN
SURPLUS '
our own grounds, timed and measured
$100,000.00
by ootapetenjH disinterested) parties
and the awards made by the associa
tion. Since our team was organized
it has never been defeated. We attribute this success, and our repeated
victories over the big schools to the
fact that our boys are in the open
J. M. Cunningham, President.
D. T. Hopkins, Cashier.
air
practically all the time, winter
Frank Springer,
K. S. Iewis, Ass't. Cash.
and summer, while in the big schools
of the eastern and central states a
great part of the time must be spent
Indoors and exercise taken between
four walls."
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TAKE
Over your supply of stationery.
If you are running short, you'd
better put in an order right away
with

THE OPTICS'
JOB DEPARTMENT
We can supply you with loose
leaf books of all descriptions,
stamps, seals and practically
everything in the line of office
supplies.

SOCIAL AND
BUSINESS CARDS
Engraved or printed, at prices
that are sure to interest you.
All work must be perfect before'
allowed to go out of the shop.
That's The Optic's Way.

Oof tc: Pi nK
PHONE MAIN 2

o

ACS

AUTUMN TOURNEY
26. Many
N.
J., Nov.
Lakewood,
well known golf experts engaged in
practice on the Country club links
LAKEWOOD

Office nijh lhe San Miguel National Bank

l!

Hunger the Best Sauce
Sauce Is used to create an appetite
The right way is to look to the Jiges
tion. When that Is good you are certain to relish your food'. Chamber
lain's Tablets improve the digestion
and create a healthy appetite. For
Sale by all dealers. AdV.

Cr
O
O

26, 1913.

here today preparatory to the opening of the annual autumn tournment.

The entire day tomorrow will be devoted to the qualifying rcriuiil while
match play will get tinder way on Friday, with th fiinl tilt at IS holes
Saturday aiternocn.
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Free Free

LOCAL NEWS

-

Free

Are Yovi Prepared

i

Pure apple cider,

phone Main

THANKSGIVING

SPECIAL OFFER

CLOSED

at

Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.
Regular dance at P.
nesday night. Adv.

OUR STORE WILL BE

B.

hall

Your Thanksgiving Guest,

5:32

Wed-

Turkey dinner at the White Kitchen
Thanksgiving. 35 cents. Adv.

The Turkey??

From now till Thanksgiving
we will give free a $L0O
Hat with every Suit or Ov
ercoat sold of

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv. '

ADLER ROCHESTER MAKE

Fine turkey dinner at the Hotel
on Thanksgiving day; 50c

Come in and take advantage of this offer and you
will be thankful.

Adv.

J, H. STEARNS

FOR

53.

Adv.

Much comment has been expressed
lately concerning the window decorations in the various business houses.

Finch's Golden Weddinlg Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

CLOTHING STORE

I

Correct.Garments for Men

11

WhM

0 LMIET!

ADirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
patterns-a- ll
ssortmentfine colorings
prices.

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.
Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

CHARLES lLFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest

At

Wholesalers

the Home of itie Best of Everything Eatable

THANKSGIVING
trust will bring you a Harvest of Good Things, We
have made an eflort to have our Thanksgiving showing
the best that can be had, and that we will have your
approval if you have supplied yourselves from our stock
May peace and good will make this a truly joyful
season to you and yours,
We

THE GRAAF & HAYWARD CO. STORE
Our Store Will Be Closed Thanksgiving Day

A FATAL

JOYR1DE
New York,
Nov. 26. Thomas F.
Denny, democratic member of the as
sembly from the Nineteenth district;
Leonard Cohen, a dress goods manu
facturers, prominent in Tammany cir
cles, and two well dressed young wo
STRUCTURE AT KEARNEY'S GAP men, lay dead in the morgue today,
victims of an automobile' crash In the
SAID TO BE ONE OF COUN-TY'Bronx. All met instant death in a
BEST

NEW BRIDGE IS

PLACED IN USE

S

headon collision between Cohen's car
Tbe bridge at Kearney's Gap has and the car of Bert T. Rich, a garage
'
been coinpl ted by the Missouri Val- owner, operated by Jeremiah Maho- ley Bridge and Tron company and has ny chauffeur. .The latter was held
on a technical charge of homicide.
been "accepted, by the county
Conrad Loos identified one of the
This structure has been
ruder construction for the past women's bodies as that, of his wife,
'She went riding with Mr.
month. V, was finished last week. It Nannie.
Cohen
last
night," ho Baid. "He was
best
is substantial-anthe
one of
a friend of ours." A daughter of
bridals in the county for Its size.
The structure lias a
span Loos said she thought the other worn-- '
an was Helen "Sehaeffej, a friend' of
with, low trusses on concrete abut
her
mother.
ments. Although the present floor is
conso
made of wood, i'ie bridge is
structed that cencrete floor can. be
PICKETS SURROUND WORKS
laid, which proba'oly will be done by
Schenectady, N. Y., Nov. 26. Two
the county commissioners.
thousand union pickets were thrown
The finishing of this bridge means
around the plant of the General Elecconsiderable to the ranchers and
tric company today to appeal with
farmers residing west of Las Vegas
workers to jolp. them in the
as in the rainy season this place was
walk-ou- t
which began yestergeneral
almost impassable.
day. There was no violence. No conWork on the Prince street bridge is
ferences! were scheduled for today
progressing as fust as possible. One between strikers and the company.
abutment and three piers have been General
Manager George E. Emmons
completed up to the level of the ealdi so Jar as he knew there were no
ground and several minor details have developments In the situation. Aeket
been looked after. It is thought that if he would reinstate
any strikers
this structure will be completed by who dofired their old positions, he rethe first, of next year, as the most
plied: "I will take no technical adwork will start immediately vantage of the situation,"
non-unio- n

EARNEST

Adv.

CALLED

TO 5IVE

Tonight at the Elks' club the C.
Danziger and Harris teams will bowl.
All Elks and their ladle,?, are Invited STATE
to witness this contest.
i

HEIIE

we are offering

RJM' EPPPFI)

T YOUR BOOH

j
f

j;

TESTIM

TRAVELING AUDITOR
BEFORE THE COUN-TGRAND JURY

especialy

Home

1,050

for Thanksgiving.
To accomplish this

rge stock of

& Son
J. C. Johnsen
Furnishers"
''Complete

'jinn?

TAlCHERT'S

hi

large platters, and
with turkey roasters. Call on us for your needs
in either dining room or kitchen.

you to have a new

'

Economy in footwear can be secured by having your shoes repaired
at Hedgcook's. 614 Douglas avenue.

with a
dishes,

We want all of

Double the life of your shoes by
repair deusing Hedgoock's
partment. 614 Douglas avenue. Adv.

are prepared,

We

E

it

ANY TIE IN
S

THE HOUSE

'

A' marriagei license was issued yesThe couriy grand jury, which has
terday afternoon at the court house
to Enstanislao Martinez, aged 23, and been In session since Monday of last
Rita Torres, aged 15. Both are resi week, likeljj will not complete its deliberations jintil Fflday or Saturday,
dents of Sheridan.
,
according t statements made at the
It was
Several candidates were initiated court hous this morning.
last night by Las Vegas lodge No. 408, thought yeiterday that the grand
B. P. O. Elks, among whom were Don- jurors likel; would make their final
ald G. Hart, Mllnor "Rudulph, Jr., and report and be discharged this afternoon. When the noon recess was
Benjamin Strickfaddeft.
taken the furors were instructed to
The Knightj (if 'Columbus will hold report for sirvice at 1:30 o'clock this
a business meeting tomorrow evening afternoon, afid it was regarded as
at 8 o'clock in the 0. R. C. hall. All
unikely that a final report
members are urged to be prspent The would be rqady today. The jurymen
will be excused from service tomormeeting will be short.
row, on account of Thanksgiving.
John h. Zimmerman Js reportel ill
The jury Is said to be Investigating
In Albuquerque. He is a, patient at the truth Of the charges made by
St. Joseph's hospital in that city. Mr. Howell Earnest-- , state traveling aud- Zimmerman is suffering from a seri- itor, in hi report concerning con- ous attack of rheumatesm.
ditioris in his county.
Mr. "'Earnest
was a witni ss before the grand jury
The Ladies' Aid of the First Chris- this mornlnk, it is. said. The official
tian church will hold a called meet- came over last night from his heading Friday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock quarters in Santa Fe, and returned
at the home of Mrs. D. L. Batchelor. home this ifternoon. In view of the
All members are requested to be fact that numerous county officials
present
have called attention to apparently
Inaccuracies in Mr. Earnest's
Mr. and Mrs. David Hazels are the glaring
report, the action taken by the grand
proud parents of a baby boy bom to
jury i8 awaited with interest. Sevthem
early this morning. "Dave" eral county officials and former counlooked delighted this morning and
officers have been examined by
with a happy "papa" smile distributed ty
Is declared, being
the cigars among his many friends. the investigators, it
summoned as witnesses.
The damage suit of the heirs of
Although many rumors nave reachthe
late David C. Welch against the
ed Las Vegas in regard to how several
of the local pedagogues reached Al- Santa Fe railway was settled by
buquerque via automobile or motor- agreement yesterday, Judge Leahy
cycle, yet the most reliable informa- giving judgment for the plaintiffs for
tion is that most of these persons rode a liberal amount. The suit was
the larger part of the way on Santa brought by J. W.s McGovern, adminisFe trains. Dr. Frank H. II. Roberts, trator of the estate of Mr.' Welch,
who left in an automobile Sunday re- who died In August as the result of
turned1 to Las Vegas on the midnight injuries received in a railway accitrain, it Is said, and left again early dent between here and Albuqquerque
Monday morning on the Limited. The in May last. His two minor children,
others in this party also rode the Edward and Mary Welsh, are his onrailway cars to the Duke City, it is ly heirs. The., money given by the
eald. Professor Van, Horn, who start- court's
judgment will be used for the
ed on a motorcycle, left his
education of the children.
carriage at Glorieta and rode the
rest ofthe distance via the Santa Fe
BACK TO THE NORMAL
according to the information received.
Washington, Nov. 26. Mr. and Mrs.
Francis Bowes Sayre were speeding
A BIG DANCE
Final arrangements; for the big off on their honeymoon journey todance, that Is to be given tomorrow day, and while the few Intimates of
night at the armory by the Hebrew the Wilson and Sayre families in the
Ladies' Benevolent society were made close Becret of where the newly martoday and the hall placed! In excellent ried couple are bound, were declining
'
shape for the affair. The ladies of to tell, things at the White House
this society have worked hard in prep- were being put back to normal.
House guests, among them memaration for the dance and promise
one, of the jollieBt parties- ever given bers of the bridal party, were departn'tha armory.
ing, and decorations In the East room
e
orwere being removed. Large quantiThe excellent SImison
chestra will furnish music, and will ties of the flowers which were bankbe at its best on this occasion.- - This ed against the walls and the altar
organization recently received a num- were sent to hospitals.
ber of the latest popular dance selections and will play them tomorrow

..AT..
CB.JL

r

Las Vegas Automobile

This includes

I(i

STRIKER

IS SHOT

Calumet, Mich., Nov. 26 Philip
Miheliclch, a striking miner, aged 21,
wasi probably fatally shot during a
riot today. Lloyd Lyman of Ypsllan-tl- ,
a mounted guard of the Calumet
and Hecla Mining company, was arrested and charged with the shooting.

Thanksgiving Dinner
AT THE
:

BISMARK,;
Turkey, Cranberry

Sauce,

Mince Pie and all the Trinimin's
OPEN ALL NIGHT

r

Wm, Whalen, Prep,

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE

DUNCAN

iuiiiiiii.uiHiiiiiiMii!iwiwi'jwwir)

CREENBERCER

t

SIIEEHAN

ment prevailed in East Fourteenth
street today when s rumor was cir
culated that Tom Sharkey was buying
a kettle of suds for all who entered
"Why

emporium.

this generosity on the part

AND

1

'THURSDAY
it Il PA
I' 114 H.KHKtli
u u vmiii m
The Captivating Opera

mm

u

BECK

PRESENT
The Parisian Musical Comedy

THE GIRL

SHARKEY HAS A BIRTHDAY
New York, Nov. 26. Great excite

thirst

AND RETAIL
Phonm Main

TUESDAY DEC. 2

his

Co

ft

the new colorings
in Silk and Velvets
in (he new shapes
in Reversible and
Flowing End 4 In
Hands.

from MUMMS
A Profusion of Clever Comedy
Sparkling Tunes and Trippling
Melodies

With MISS OLIVE VAIL
The Ever Popular MusIchI Comedy

Star

BOUCHER'S

A

Perfect Cast
A

Picked Choros

ffO-FEOPLE-ffO

The Most Gorgeously Costumed
Musical Comedy
En-to- ur

DELICIOUS
EATABLES

Every Gown a French llrciition
- "
r

Catchy Musical Hits

I

h"

2 CARLOADS OF SCENERY
COMPANY'S

OWN

OHCHESTRA

I U THE WHISTLE Y KIND I U
"Before 1 Had the Measle " - Cleo

FULL CREAM CHEESE

rtve-piec-

EAT YOUR

Machine

all

Genuine Camembert

Seats on Sale at
Murphey's

You ought to eat our

Prices, $1.50, $1 & 75c

.

The affair will start at 9 o'clock
and continue until the late hours.
Despite that fact that a large number of society folk are absent from
the city this affair will be largely attended and likely will be a most enjoyable event

&

Phone Main 344.

two-wheel-

night

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you

$1.00, $1.50 and $2.00
SEATS

"Virginia" Bacon

SrsIONDAV

of the sailor?" queried'a Tammanyite ships. He was so saving of the coal
that he could have kept the job for
oE his friend.
'It's Tom's foitleth birthday' was life, but hearing one day that there
"
wis more money in pugilism Tom
the
'
That may be," responded the
quit the naval service and bought a
Lettuce
II Fancy Cauliflower,
"but if it was Tom's ono pair of boxing gloves.
For a time the
Cellery and Sweet Potatoes
hundred und fortieth birthday ho
was wonwouldn't he spending anything but derfully successful as a fighter and
Mora Vegetables
it looked as though he might have
his time."
was true, insofar as championship stuff in him. Before he
the
report
But
Cranberries
Apples Galore,
it concerned the birthday anniversary, finally quit the ring, now about 10
for Thomas J. Sharkey, former hea- years ago, he fought Jeffries, Corbett,
Dun-dalFltzslmmons, Ruhlin, Maher and all
vyweight pugilist, was born In
the big fellows of that day. It is said
Ireland, 40 years ago today.
Before making his debut In the that Tom still has' every dollar that
fight game Sharkey plowed the rag- he earned In these fights.
ing main, his principal duty being to
Wanted Oood, clean rags. 6 cents
arise at 3 a. m. and light the fire on
one of Uncle Sam's battle per pound. Optlo Office.
board
1

I

for breakfast

Tam-lmmyit- e

,'

k.

